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Four brand new mail order bride romance stories...just $0.99 for a limited time only! Always free with Kindle

Unlimited!

A pair of mail order brides, stranded in Denver by the man who promised them husbands. . . 

A desperate attempt to save them before they run out of time and money. . . 

Will the daring rescue work, and can they find husbands in the idyllic town of Last Chance, Colorado?

Lucille Chisum is the author of numerous #1 Amazon Bestsellers in several romance and historical categories. Her

books combine engaging characters, wonderful mail order bride love stories with a twist of adventure, and a

whimsical take on traditional Western romance with just a hint of fantasy. 

These are the four books you'll find in The Mail Order Brides of Last Chance: The Denver Brides:

1 Seth and Blossom. Blossom Holloway, the owner of the sole hotel in Last Chance, the Lazy Layabout, has finally

found love with Seth Campbell, a recovering alcoholic. Can she save him from a relapse and bring their love to

fruition?

2 The Denver Rescue. Just as Blossom is about to be married, Seth tells her about a pair of stranded mail order brides,
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Macy and Darlene, who were left in Denver by the broker who promised them husbands.Will the hastily organized

rescue mission be in time to save them?

3 A New Romance: Macy and Cody. Macy has fallen for Cody Street, the handsome, engaging boy who works at the

coffee shop across from the women's hotel where they're staying. Can Cody help rescue her, and will they be able to

find love together?

4 Love Blossoms Again: Darlene and Justin. After being rescued, Darlene McCallister is working at the Lazy

Layabout, but her thoughts trun to romance when she meets Justin Clark, the strapping lad who is a clerk at the

general store. Is another Last Chance romance about to bloom?

All of these feature Lucille Chisum's delightfully romantic writing, and there are updates about affairs in the fantasy

town of Last Chance as well. 

Thousands of readers have enjoyed these stories--to find out why she's so popular, scroll back up and download this

collection and start enjoying the romance today!
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